
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is impromptu, unscripted, on the fly, conversation style 

professional learning opportunity.  
 

At an unconference or edcamp there are several unscheduled 

discussions that are planned out on the spot, since 

#coffeeEDU is a subset of an unconference it is one 

discussion as opposed to an entire conference of discussions.  
 

Be prepared to discuss one unique or innovative idea you’re 

using in your classroom, but be open to the group wanting to 

discuss something else. 

If you need some help getting the conversation going, there are 

some table talk cards prepared for you!  

Be sure to tweet out at #323learns #coffeeedu 

Happy Connecting and Conversing! 



  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Table Talk Starter 

How has your teaching changed over time?  

What changes are you still making?  

Table Talk Starter 

How can you “go big?”  

What’s a way to be creative to increase student engagement?  

Don’t be afraid to chart new waters and take a risk!  

What’s an idea you’ve wanted to try but haven’t?  

Table Talk Starter 

Do you feel like you’re on an island?  

How can a PLN create a lifeline throughout the day?  

How can we encourage more educators connect outside their four walls? 

What’s been the biggest benefit to becoming a connected educator for you? 

Table Talk Starter 

Who is your most memorable “that student?” 

What are some ways you’ve build deeper relationships and connected with kids?  

How has your life been impacted by the children who are the hardest to love?  



 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table Talk Starter 

How have you led alongside colleagues while pushing them to grow?  

How have you led recently?  

What needs to change for you to be a better leader?   

Table Talk Starter 

What is the one thing you wish people knew  

about teaching and learning? 

Table Talk Starter 

When have you experienced self doubt? 

How can you help your colleagues and students learn  

not to let their failures define them?  

In what ways can you celebrate others more often?  

Table Talk Starter 

Share a favorite resource, idea, or book that has  

made an impact on your or your classroom?   



 
Table Talk Starter 

What is or would your  

classroom hashtag be? 


